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Plant and animal parents may respond to environmental conditions such as

resource stress by altering traits of their offspring via heritable non-genetic

effects. While such transgenerational plasticity can result in progeny pheno-

types that are functionally pre-adapted to the inducing environment, it is

unclear whether such parental effects measurably enhance the adult competi-

tive success and lifetime reproductive output of progeny, and whether

they may also adversely affect fitness if offspring encounter contrasting con-

ditions. In glasshouse experiments with inbred genotypes of the annual

plant Polygonum persicaria, we tested the effects of parental shade versus sun

on (a) competitive performance of progeny in shade, and (b) lifetime repro-

ductive fitness of progeny in three contrasting treatments. Shaded parents

produced offspring with increased fitness in shade despite competition, as

well as greater competitive impact on plant neighbours. Inherited effects of

parental light conditions also significantly altered lifetime fitness: parental

shade increased reproductive output for progeny in neighbour and under-

storey shade, but decreased fitness for progeny in sunny, dry conditions.

Along with these substantial adaptive and maladaptive transgenerational

effects, results show complex interactions between genotypes, parent environ-

ment and progeny conditions that underscore the role of environmental

variability and change in shaping future adaptive potential.

This article is part of the theme issue ‘The role of plasticity in phenotypic

adaptation to rapid environmental change’.
1. Introduction
It is increasingly recognized that even the relatively rapid process of contemporary

selective evolution [1] may be too slow to permit organisms to adaptively keep

pace with rapidly changing environments [2–6], and that individual plasticity

may provide a critical source of adaptive adjustment over very short timescales

(e.g. [7,8]; reviewed in [9–12]). However, the adaptive effectiveness of plastic

response may be limited by the time required for the developing individual

to perceive its environment and initiate appropriate phenotypic adjustments

[13–16]. This time lag is eliminated (in all but the inducing generation) in plant

and animal taxa that express adaptive transgenerational plasticity, whereby indi-

viduals respond to specific environmental states by modifying traits of their

progeny in ways that preadapt them to those same conditions ([17–28] in plants

and [29–33] in animals). Because this mode of phenotypic change can be induced

after just one generation in a new environment, and may be expressed in many

offspring at once in that environment, transgenerational effects may enhance a

population’s persistence in the face of variable or rapidly changing conditions

[34–38]. Note that these inherited changes to progeny phenotypes are not

simply ‘silver spoon’ effects [39], in which maternal plants and animals in favour-

able conditions produce higher quality, more well-provisioned progeny that have

universally enhanced growth, competitive success and fecundity (reviewed in
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[40–46]). These positive effects of favourable maternal

conditions are unlikely to provide adaptation to anthropogeni-

cally changed environments, which generally entail abiotic or

biotic stresses. Rather, plastic transgenerational effects may pro-

vide such ‘adaptive rescue’, because they consist of changes to

offspring made by parents in response to particular—often

stressful—environments that confer the specific traits necessary

for maximizing fitness in those environments.

Not surprisingly, this remarkable aspect of plasticity has

excited a great deal of interest as a potential source of rapid

adaptive change in natural populations facing new challenges.

Yet two key questions remain to be answered in order to evalu-

ate its potential impact in natural systems [47,48]. First, do
transgenerational effects of parental environment significantly alter
the realized success of offspring? Among published studies that

show beneficial transgenerational effects of parental stresses

on progeny development in similar conditions (see references

above), very few have directly tested effects on either key

ecological interactions such as competition [49] or lifetime

reproductive fitness [50]. Apart from a small number of

cases that document positive effects on juvenile survival

[23,26,31,51] or reproductive output (to date, in arthropods

only: [52–54]), the vast majority of such studies in both animals

and plants focus on progeny size traits such as rosette diameter

[55], larval size [56], or biomass [24,27,57], or on the size or

number of defensive structures [29,58]. While such growth

traits may influence reproductive output in various circum-

stances, direct measures of fitness impact are essential to

assess the adaptive significance of transgenerational effects.

Second, does the direction of such fitness effects (positive or
negative) vary depending on the environment? The ecological

and fitness consequences of inherited plastic modifications

(unlike ‘silver spoon’ effects) will likely be context-dependent:

if parent individuals respond to an environmental challenge by

producing progeny able to withstand that particular challenge;

this phenotype may comprise an adaptive mismatch in contrast-

ing conditions with different phenotypic optima [50,59–61].

In other words, inherited effects of parental environments on

development may be maladaptive rather than adaptive, if pro-

geny individuals encounter dissimilar rather than similar

environmental conditions. If this is the case, the fitness conse-

quences of transgenerational effects will depend crucially on

the interplay of spatial and temporal environmental variability

with both dispersal and seed (or egg) longevity. Testing for

context-dependent fitness impacts requires transgenerational

studies designed to include ecologically realistic alternative off-

spring environments that can reveal potentially maladaptive

effects (e.g. [23,24,54,62]).

Rigorous tests for adaptive consequences of trans-

generational effects require a two-step experimental design

that isolates progeny variation due to parental environment

from variation due to parental genotype [38,50]: (i) replicate

parents of each experimental genotype must be raised in two

(or more) treatments to generate progeny differing only in

parental environment, and (ii) these sets of progeny must be

tested factorially in two (or more) offspring treatments; these

treatments need not be identical to the parent environments,

but they must have different adaptive optima. Clearly, such

tests will be most meaningful if they are carried out with

naturally evolved systems, and in ecologically relevant

alternative environmental states; in addition, an accurate

measurement of lifetime fitness is essential. Here, we present

a study using naturally evolved (field-based) genotypes of
Polygonum persicaria, a widespread herbaceous plant of diverse

temperate habitats. This species offers three key experimental

advantages: first, it has a mixed breeding system (i.e. popu-

lations undergo both outcrossing and self-fertilization; [63]),

so genotypes are diverse, as in most systems, yet can be inten-

sively inbred to produce isogenic replicate parents [64].

Second, P. persicaria is an obligate annual, so total reproductive

output (i.e. fitness) can be directly measured. Finally, the range

and variability of major environmental factors have been

characterized for natural source populations [65], providing a

robust context for the design of experimental treatments [15].

We investigated transgenerational effects of parental

environment on progeny competitive performance and lifetime

fitness, in response to a key environmental variable for plants:

light. Light conditions vary in all natural plant habitats [66],

as incident solar radiation is mediated in both quantity and

spectral quality by canopy and neighbour shade [67]. Because

different phenotypes are required for maximizing growth

and competitive success in shaded versus full-sun conditions

([66,68,69], and references therein), any transgenerational

effects of parental light environment could potentially influence

progeny fitness in alternative conditions. Within- and among-

site patterns of light variation are expected to change in future

climatic and atmospheric conditions, reflecting denser canopies

in some systems [66] and sunnier, drier conditions in others

[70–73]. Moreover, increased variability in temperature and

precipitation [74–76] may lead to greater year-to-year variation

for patterns of neighbour shade in herbaceous communities.

We carried out two related experiments to test the trans-

generational fitness effects of full sun versus simulated

understorey shade as parental environments. The design

allowed us to separately evaluate the effects of parental environ-

ment and genotype, and to test for genotypic differences in

transgenerational effects. For a multi-population sample of five

genotypes, we grew replicate parent plants in contrasting glass-

house light treatments and then examined the effects of parental

sun versus shade on (a) progeny competitive performance;

and (b) total lifetime fitness in three alternative offspring

environments: sunny dry conditions, severe understorey shade

and neighbour shade. To gain insight to the causes of fitness vari-

ation, we also measured three growth traits: height extension,

which plays a key role in competitive interactions [77]; timing

of reproductive onset, which can strongly affect lifetime repro-

ductive output in plants [63,78], and total vegetative biomass,

which contributes to reproductive potential [64]. These data pro-

vide evidence that transgenerational plasticity in response to

parental shade may have a surprisingly strong positive effect

on the ecological interactions and reproductive fitness of pro-

geny growing in shade, but an even stronger negative effect on

fitness if progeny instead encounter sunny, dry conditions.
2. Methods
(a) Study system
Polygonum persicaria is a common Eurasian annual plant naturalized

in North America [79,80]. Previous studies have documented

inherited effects of both parental moisture and parental light con-

ditions on seedling development in this species [24,81,82]. In

order to sample from the species’ genotypic diversity, genotypes

were drawn from three typical northeastern US populations:

a moist pasture in full sun (MHF population; Northfield, MA), a

moist, moderately shaded field (TP population; Dover, MA) and
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Figure 1. Effects of parental light treatment on the performance of central target plants in competitive arrays. (a) Design and labelling of competitive arrays (one of
four factorial arrays is shown as an example): one parental sun (S) target plant is surrounded by five parental shade (SH) background plants of the same genotype.
Means+ s.e. for each type of array are shown ( pooled across 5 P. persicaria genotypes) for (b) number of days to reproductive onset and (c) lifetime reproductive
output. Letters indicate significant differences based on post hoc Tukey’s HSD tests (details in Methods). (Online version in colour.)
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an organic farm (full sun with neighbour shade; NAT population,

Natick, MA; see [65] for site details). Note that this multi-population

sample is intended to provide a robust basis for (i) evaluating trans-

generational effects in this species and (ii) testing for potential

genotypic variation in these effects, and not to resolve the distri-

bution of such variation within versus among populations; see

[24,26] for related studies using this same sample design. Field-

collected achenes (one-seeded propagules) were inbred under

uniform glasshouse conditions for four generations to produce

highly inbred (selfed full-sib) genetic lines (hereafter ‘genotypes’).

(b) Parental generation
Replicate parent plants of each inbred genotype were grown in

both sun and shade glasshouse treatments to produce genetically

uniform offspring that differed only in parental light environment

(see [26,81,83]).

Fifth-generation inbred achenes of 5 genotypes (2 MHF, 2 TP

and 1 NAT; see above) were stratified in distilled water at 48C for

seven weeks, sown into flats of moist vermiculite, and randomly

positioned on a glasshouse bench (1 June 2012). At the first true

leaf stage (4–6 days after emergence), seedlings of each genotype

were individually transplanted into 1 l clay pots filled with a 1 : 1

: 1 mix of sterilized topsoil : horticultural sand : fritted clay

(TurfaceTM, Profile Products, Buffalo Grove, IL, USA) pre-mois-

tened with 250 ml water. Five days after transplant, replicate

seedlings of each genotype were randomly assigned to each of

two parental glasshouse treatments. In the parental sun treatment,

plants received 100% of incident light (ca 1300–1800 mmol m– 2 s– 1

midday photosynthetically active radiation (PAR)) with a red : far

red (R : FR) spectral ratio of ca 1.0 (measured with an SKR R : FR

meter; Skye Instruments, Llandrindod Wells, UK). The parental

shade treatment consisted of a metal frame covered by 80% neu-

tral-density shade cloth (PAK Unlimited, GA, USA) overlaid

with strips of green plastic filter (no. 138; Lee Filters, Burbank,

CA, USA), providing plants with ca 260 mmol m–2 s–1 midday

PAR and an R : FR ratio � 0.7, which agrees with measured R :

FR ratios in shaded natural Polygonum habitats [84]. Equidistant

3.5 cm diameter holes cut in the shade cloth provided parental

shade plants with a daily 15 min sunfleck, simulating understorey

conditions [85]. Parental plants in both treatments were kept at

field capacity moisture and grown for nine weeks, with bench pos-

itions re-randomized weekly. Self-fertilized, full-sib achenes

produced by the 10 experimental parent units (5 genotypes � 2

parental treatments) were harvested, air-dried and stored at 48C.

(c) Competition experiment
For each genotype, 250 achenes from a parent plant grown in par-

ental sun and 250 achenes of that genotype grown in parental shade

were germinated in 100 mm Petri plates lined with moist filter
paper and positioned randomly on a glasshouse bench (7 June

2017). Plates were monitored twice daily for germination. As

soon as the radicle began to emerge, new germinants were immedi-

ately transplanted into 1 l clay pots (filled as described above but

with a protective 1 cm top layer of moist vermiculite) in pentagonal

competitive arrays that each consisted of a central target plant and

five surrounding, equidistant neighbour (competitive background)

plants. These spatial arrays were set up to test competitive inter-

actions in all four possible combinations of parental sun or shade

target plants, and parental sun or shade competitive backgrounds

(i.e. parental sun target/parental sun background, parental sun

target/parental shade background; parental shade target/parental

sun background; parental shade target/parental shade back-

ground, figure 1a). For each genotype, 10 replicate arrays were set

up for each of the four parental treatment combinations. The overall

experimental design was: 5 genotypes� 2 parental treatments of

target plant (target PT) � 2 parental treatments of competitive

background plants (background PT) � 1 replicate array per

block � 10 blocks¼ 200 competitive arrays.

Competitive arrays were set in a randomized complete block

design (with separate blocks set across multiple glasshouse

benches) under moderate shade tents (as described above in §2b)

at ca 235+32 mmol m– 2 s– 1 midday PAR (R : FR � 0.7) and

grown at 100% field capacity moisture for 13–14 weeks, a period

of time corresponding to the full length of a natural growth

season for the source Polygonum populations. The distance

between individual plants in the competitive arrays (equivalent

to 490 individuals per m2) corresponds to high-density conditions

observed in natural Polygonum field populations [86,87].
(d) Contrasting offspring treatments
Eight replicate offspring from each (genotype and parental treat-

ment) experimental unit (1–3 replicate parent individuals per

unit) were stratified (see §2a), germinated as described below,

and grown in a randomized split-plot design in each of three glass-

house growth treatments: neighbour shade, severe shade and

sunny dry. Plants were harvested after 13–14 weeks in treatment.

In each treatment, midday light measurements were taken daily

for 11 consecutive days (midway through the experiment) to calcu-

late mean midday PAR, and six soil moisture measurements were

taken (SM 150 soil moisture kit, Delta-T Devices, Cambridge, UK)

to determine mean soil moisture. R : FR light wavelength ratios are

reported based on prior studies using the same glasshouse treat-

ments [84,88]. The experimental design was: 5 genotypes � 2

parental treatments � 3 offspring treatments � 8 blocked

replicates per offspring treatment (total N ¼ 240 plants).

Severe shade and sunny dry offspring treatments: for each

genotype, 48 achenes produced by a parent individual grown in

parental sun, and 48 achenes from a parent individual of the same
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genotype grown in parental shade, were sown as described in §2b

(31 May 2017) and individually transplanted at the first true leaf

stage into 1 l clay pots (see §2b; 15 June 2017). In the severe shade

treatment, plants were grown at 100% field capacity moisture

under the shade tents described in §2b but with an additional

layer of 30% neutral-density shade cloth (PAK Unlimited, GA,

USA), resulting in midday PAR levels of ca 126+
20 mmol m22 s21 and R : FR� 0.7. In the sunny dry treatment,

plants received 100% of full glasshouse sun (ca 1569+
252 mmol m22 s21 midday PAR, R : FR� 1) and were manually

given 10–15 ml water 1–4 times per day as needed to maintain uni-

form moisture stress in all pots (ca 23% of soil field capacity by

weight), such that every plant wilted for 2–3 h at midday.

Neighbour shade offspring treatment: the neighbour shade

treatment was set up as described in §2c for competitive

arrays, except that all plants in a single array were from the

same genotype and parental treatment (8 pots per genotype�
parental treatment combination).

(e) Data collection
Flowering (defined as the first day on which the open perianth of at

least one flower on the plant was visible) was monitored daily to

determine the number of days to reproductive onset. Plant height

(cm from base to apex) was measured weekly in juvenile plants

(weeks 3–6 in severe shade, sunny dry and neighbour shade treat-

ments; weeks 1–6 in the competition experiment). Starting at week 9

in treatment, mature achenes were collected weekly (to prevent the

loss of ripe achenes), air-dried and weighed. At final harvest, vege-

tative and reproductive tissues (including mature and immature

achenes, flowers and peduncles; mature achenes typically

compose � 95% of reproductive tissue mass, S. E. Sultan 2001,

unpublished data) were separately harvested. The air-dried

masses of reproductive tissues collected at harvest were summed

with previously collected achenes to determine lifetime reproduc-

tive output (g). Vegetative tissues were collected, dried at 1008C
for �1 h and then at 658C for �48 h, and weighed, to determine

vegetative biomass (g). For the neighbour shade treatment and

the competition experiment, traits were measured only for the

target plant in each array. Owing to insufficient germination, nine

drought-stressed plants that never reached maturity, and the exclu-

sion of one to six outliers per trait (data points that .1.5 times the

interquartile range below the first quartile or above the third quar-

tile), the final samples sizes for each trait were N ¼ 223 (days

to reproductive onset), N ¼ 225 (lifetime reproductive output),

N ¼ 238 (plant height) and N ¼ 201 (vegetative biomass, owing to

oven malfunction) in the contrasting offspring environments, and

N ¼ 189 (days to reproductive onset), N ¼ 191 (lifetime reproductive

output), N ¼ 129 (vegetative biomass, owing to oven malfunction)

and N ¼ 193 (plant height) in the competition experiment.

( f ) Data analysis
Statistical analyses were performed with JMP Pro 13 (SAS Insti-

tute, Cary, NC, USA) and graphing was done with R v. 3.3.3

(R Core Team 2017; https://www.r-project.org/). Type I error

was controlled using false discovery rate (FDR)-adjusted

p-values following the Benjamini & Hochberg method, with an

FDR of 5% [89].

(i) Competition experiment
Analysis of variance (ANOVA) with type III sums of squares was

used to analyse the (fixed) effects on target plant traits of target par-
ental treatment (PT), background PT, genotype, all two-way and three-

way interactions and block. These main and interaction effects on

plant height over time were tested by multivariate repeated-

measures ANOVA [90]; following a significant sphericity x2 test,

multivariate Wilks’ lambda was used to assess effect significance
[91]. To examine the extent to which variation in lifetime repro-

ductive output was explained by transgenerational effects on

reproductive timing, we carried out analysis of covariance

(ANCOVA), testing the main and interaction effects of target and

background plant parental treatments, genotype and block, and

including days to reproductive onset as a covariate. Genotype

was treated as a fixed effect because the sample was drawn from

specific populations representing the species’ ecological breadth

and used in previous studies [26]. Lifetime reproductive output

and vegetative biomass were Box–Cox transformed to meet the

ANOVA assumption of homoscedasticity. Effect sizes were calcu-

lated as partial eta-squared (h2
p) [92], a metric that is robust for

comparing effect sizes across traits within a single dataset [92,93].

To evaluate the magnitude of the main effects of target

PT (averaged across both genotypes and background plant PT),

we calculated the mean per cent change of all target plants

due to their parents’ light treatment, using the equation:

100% � (trait meanPARENTAL SHADE 2 trait meanPARENTAL SUN)/

trait meanPARENTAL SUN. We similarly calculated the mean per

cent change of target plants due to the parental treatment of

the background plants. To precisely resolve significant target

PT � background PT interaction effects, post hoc Tukey’s honest

significant difference (HSD) tests were carried out to test for

differences between target plant trait means in the four types

of competitive array. To examine possible genotype-specific

effects of parental sun versus shade, we followed up significant

genotype � target PT and genotype � background PT interaction

terms with simple effects tests [94].

(ii) Contrasting offspring treatments
ANOVA with type III sums of squares was used to analyse the

(fixed) effects on offspring traits of parental treatment (PT, parental

shade versus parental sun), offspring treatment (OT, severe shade,

neighbour shade or sunny dry), genotype, all two-way and three-

way interactions and block (nested within offspring treatment)

(see [26] for a similar analysis). We used ANCOVA to test these

main and interaction effects on lifetime reproductive output

while including day of reproductive onset as a covariate. As

described above, multivariate repeated-measures ANOVA was

used to analyse changes in plant height over time. Effect sizes

were calculated as partial eta-squared (h2
p). All traits were

Box–Cox transformed to meet the assumptions of ANOVA.

Significant (and marginally non-significant) parental

treatment� offspring treatment interaction effects were followed

with simple main effects tests of differences due to parental treat-

ment within each offspring treatment. To further examine the

offspring treatment-specific effects of parental treatment on each

trait, the mean per cent change (pooled across genotypes) due to par-

ental shade versus parental sun was calculated in each offspring

treatment using the equation: 100%� (trait meanPARENTAL

SHADE 2 trait meanPARENTAL SUN)/trait meanPARENTAL SUN. To

examine genotype-specific effects, the significant genotype � par-

ental treatment�offspring treatment three-way interaction effect

was followed up with simple effects tests to separately assess for

each genotype the effect of parental treatment within each

offspring treatment.
3. Results
(a) Competition experiment
(i) Progeny of shaded parents showed enhanced performance for

both competitive response to neighbours and competitive
impact on them

Target plants that were progeny of shaded parents (averaged

across the 5 genotypes and 2 background conditions)

https://www.r-project.org/
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maintained high growth and fitness despite competition

(competitive response), flowering 6.6 days earlier than parental

sun target plants, growing 25% taller by week 6, and producing

47% greater vegetative biomass and 92% greater lifetime repro-

ductive output (table 1, effect of target PT on all traits p ,

0.0001***; figures 1 and 2). When competing against each

type of competitive background (either sun progeny or shade

progeny), parental shade target plants maintained higher

fitness than parental sun targets (cf. Tukey’s tests, figure 1b,c).

The offspring of shaded parents were also better at compe-

titively suppressing the growth and fitness of neighbours

(competitive effect) than the offspring of full-sun parents.

When grown with parental shade competitive backgrounds,

target plants (averaged across both target parental treatments)

flowered 2.3 days later than target plants competing with par-

ental sun competitive backgrounds, grew 11% shorter, and

produced 26% less vegetative biomass and 30% lower lifetime

reproductive output (table 1: effect of background PT on all

traits p , 0.0072**). Together, the positive effects of parental

shade on both response as target plants and impact as back-

ground plants resulted in consistent rank ordering of target

plant growth and fitness in the four combinatorial arrays: the

tallest, earlier-reproducing, highest biomass and highest fitness

target plants under competition were shade progeny compet-

ing against a competitive background of sun progeny, and

the target plants with the lowest fitness were sun progeny com-

peting against a competitive background of shade progeny

(cf. Tukey’s tests; figures 1b,c and 2). Based on weekly height

measurements, these effects did not diminish over develop-

mental time, and indeed target progeny of sun parents

increasingly reduced height extension (significant interaction

effects of target PT�time, background PT�time; table 2),

especially when competing with a shade-progeny background

(significant effect of target PT�background PT on height at

week 6, table 1; Tukey’s tests, figure 2). Based on ANCOVA,

timing of reproductive onset was a significant covariate for life-

time reproductive output ( p , 0.0001***), but the main effects

of target PT and background PT on target plant fitness remai-

ned significant ( p , 0.0235* and p , 0.0008***, respectively;

electronic supplementary material, table S1).
(ii) Effects of parental shade versus sun on competitive
performance varied among genotypes

Polygonum genotypes varied in the impact of parental shade

versus sun on target plant performance (significant genotype�
target PT interaction effects for all traits; table 1). Genotype

by parent treatment interaction effects on the competitive

impact of background plants was also highly significant for

lifetime reproductive output, but marginally non-significant

for growth traits (genotype � background PT effects; table 1;

see electronic supplementary material, figure S1 for effects of

target PT and background PT on individual genotypes). Geno-

typic differences for the effects of both target and competitive

background parent treatment significantly affected height

over time (significant effects of genotype � target PT � time

and genotype � background PT � time; table 2).

For every target-plant trait (except number of days to repro-

ductive onset), the target PT and background PT together

explained more variation than genotype (cf. h2
p values,

table 1: target PT h2 � 0.18–0.28; background PT � 0.09–

0.12; and genotype � 0.22–0.29 for those three traits). For life-

time reproductive output, the combined effects of target PT
and background PT explained more variation than did geno-

type, and the parental environment of the target plant alone

had virtually equivalent impact on fitness to its genotype

(table 1: h2
p ¼ 0:284, 0.116 and 0.289, respectively). However,

genotype explained substantially more of the variation for

number of days to reproductive onset (table 1: h2
p: target

PT ¼ 0.351; background PT ¼ 0.052; and genotype¼ 0.591).
(b) Contrasting offspring treatments
(i) Parental shade increased growth and fitness of progeny in

both severe and neighbour shade, but reduced growth and
fitness in sunny, dry conditions

Parental treatment resulted in substantial, lifetime effects on

progeny growth and fitness; these effects varied significantly

depending on offspring treatment (table 3, PT �OT inter-

action effects on all traits p , 0.0001***; figure 3). Because

the effects of parental shade versus sun were positive in the

two progeny shade treatments but negative in the progeny

sun treatment, the main effect of parental treatment was gen-

erally non-significant (table 3). In both severe and neighbour

shade, progeny of shaded parents grew taller and larger, and

had earlier reproductive onset and greater lifetime reproduc-

tive output, than progeny of full-sun parents. However,

shade-produced progeny were shorter, smaller in biomass,

slower to reproduce and less fecund than progeny of full-sun

parents in the sunny dry offspring treatment (figure 3a–d).

In the severe shade and neighbour shade treatments,

juvenile progeny of shaded parents grew significantly taller

than progeny of full-sun parents (by 19 and 13%, respectively;

p ¼ 0.028* and 0.003** based on simple effects test of parental

treatment within each offspring treatment; figure 3a). This

height increment was consistent over time (electronic sup-

plementary material, figure S2a,b; parental treatment�time

interaction effects 0.269 . p . 0.074). In the sunny dry treat-

ment, by contrast, progeny of shaded parents initially

expressed this same height advantage, but starting in week 4

they became shorter than sun-parent progeny, a height gap

that became more pronounced over time as the shade progeny

increasingly slowed shoot extension (electronic supplementary

material, figure S2c; parental treatment � time interaction p ¼
0.039*). By harvest, the offspring of shaded parents had pro-

duced significantly more vegetative biomass than the

offspring of full-sun parents in severe offspring shade

(þ57%; p , 0.0188), and slightly (non-significantly) more in

neighbour shade (þ8%; p ¼ 0.702; figure 3b). However, for off-

spring grown in sunny dry conditions, parental shade resulted

in dramatically decreased vegetative biomass compared with

parental sun (261%, p , 0.0001***; figure 3b).

Offspring of shaded parents transitioned to reproduction

earlier than offspring of full-sun parents in both severe shade

and neighbour shade (8 and 22% earlier, respectively; p �
0.023*; figure 3c). Parental-environment effects on fitness

were surprisingly dramatic: parental shade resulted in 55%

greater lifetime reproductive output compared with parental

sun for progeny in severe shade ( p � 0.0228*), and 53%

higher reproductive output in neighbour shade ( p ¼ 0.0117*)

(figure 3d). Conversely, in sunny dry conditions, the offspring

of shaded parents had a 20% later reproductive onset ( p ,

0.0001***; figure 3c) and 71% lower lifetime reproductive

output ( p , 0.0001***; figure 3d ) than offspring of full-sun

parents. The impact of parental treatment on lifetime fitness
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Table 2. Results of repeated-measures ANOVA for parental effects on height extension over time. Effects of parental treatment of target plant (target PT;
parental shade versus parental sun), parental treatment of competitive background (background PT; parental shade versus parental sun), genotype (G) and time
on target plant height measured weekly over six weeks from a multivariate repeated-measures ANOVA. Significant p-values (adjusted for false discovery rate) are
shown in italics (†p , 0.10, *p , 0.05, **p , 0.01, ***p , 0.001, non-significant (n.s.) p � 0.10). Details in Methods.

source of variation d.f. p-value

time 5, 160 ,0.0001***

target PT � time 5, 160 ,0.0001***

background PT � time 5, 160 0.0034**

genotype (G) � time 20, 531.6 ,0.0001***

target PT � background PT � time 5, 160 0.229 n.s.

G � target PT � time 20, 531.6 0.0012**

G � background PT � time 20, 531.6 0.0138*

G � target PT � background PT � time 20, 531.6 0.061†

block � time 45, 718.8 ,0.0001***

20

c

SH

SH
SH

SH

S
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S
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ta
rg
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parental treatment
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Figure 2. Effects of parental light treatment on target plant height extension
over time in competitive arrays. Means+ s.e for each type of array are
shown ( pooled across 5 genotypes); parental treatment of target and back-
ground plants ( parental sun, S; parental shade, SH) labelled as in figure 1.
Letters indicate significant differences based on post hoc Tukey’s HSD tests
(details in Methods). (Online version in colour.)
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in contrasting environments was not entirely explained by

effects on reproductive timing: although reproductive onset

was a significant covariate for total reproductive output ( p ,

0.0001***), both the main effect of parental treatment and the

PT �OT interaction remained significant after acccounting

for this effect ( p , 0.0355* and p , 0.0002***, respectively, in

ANCOVA; electronic supplementary material, table S1).
(ii) Effects of parental and offspring treatment varied among
genotypes

For most traits, the effects of parental as well as progeny treat-

ment varied among genotypes (significant genotype � PT

effects on reproductive onset and total fitness; significant

genotype� OT effects on these traits as well as on plant

height; and three-way genotype � PT �OT effects on repro-

ductive onset and (marginally non-significantly) plant height;

table 3). Such three-way interactions reflect the particular

impact of parental environment on each genotype’s pattern of
trait expression in the three alternative progeny growth

environments (figure 4). For instance, parental shade led to sub-

stantially faster reproductive onset for plants of genotype NAT

2 growing in neighbour shade, and a less pronounced but simi-

lar effect in severe shade, while plants of genotype MHF 1

showed a pronounced (negative) effect of parental shade on

reproductive onset in the sunny dry progeny treatment, but

no effect on life-history timing in the shade treatments (figure 4)

The main effect of genotype was significant or marginally

non-significant for all traits (table 3). However, with one excep-

tion (reproductive onset timing), differences due to offspring

treatment-specific effects of parental treatment were greater

than those due to genotype (h2
p values, table 3; e.g. for total

reproductive output, h2
p ¼ 0:277 for PT �OT interaction

effect and h2
p ¼ 0:130 for genotype). Note that, because exper-

imental genotypes were drawn from three distinct populations

and thus were not closely related, our sample likely includes

large genotypic differences (e.g. relative to genotypic differ-

ences within a single natural population). Accordingly,

this was a conservative way to test the relative magnitude of

inherited environmental versus genotype effects.
4. Discussion
(a) Parental shade significantly enhanced the

competitive ability of offspring in shade
Because plants do not grow in isolation, competitive ability is a

key fitness factor in natural populations [95,96]. This ability

arises from two distinct aspects of plant performance: competi-
tive effect, the ability to suppress the growth and reproduction

of neighbour individuals, and competitive response, the ability

to maintain growth and fitness despite the presence of neigh-

bours [97,98]. Success relative to neighbours may result from

either aspect of competitive ability [96]; the two are often posi-

tively correlated (e.g. [99–103]), but in some systems,

individuals show just one type of competitive superiority

[97,98,104,105]. We tested the effect of parental shade versus

sun on each aspect of competitive ability by factorially varying

the parental treatment of competing focal (target) and back-

ground plants. Both competitive response and competitive

effect were substantially greater in progeny of shaded parents
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Figure 3. Effects of parental sun versus parental shade on fitness traits of offspring grown in contrasting treatments. Means+ s.e are shown ( pooled across 5
genotypes) for (a) plant height at week 6, (b) total vegetative biomass, (c) number of days to reproductive onset and (d ) lifetime reproductive output. For each trait,
significance tests for the effect of parental shade versus parental sun within each offspring treatment are shown (simple effects tests; †p , 0.10, *p , 0.05, **p ,

0.01, ***p , 0.001, non-significant (n.s.) p � 0.10; details in Methods). Insets show enlarged scale for significant or marginally n.s. results within stressful,
low-growth treatments. (Online version in colour.)
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than progeny of full-sun parents: as target plants, they

more successfully maintained high growth rates, early

reproductive onset, and total reproductive output against a

background of competing individuals, and as background

plants, they more effectively suppressed the growth and fitness

of target plants.

Such among-individual variation in competitive ability is

generally assumed to result from genetic differences, and

indeed many studies have confirmed that genotypes may

differ in one or both aspects of competitive ability (e.g.

[104,106–113]), including in a closely related Polygonum
species [114]. By contrast, the possible influence of parental

environment on competitive interactions has seldom been rig-

orously tested (i.e. by holding genotype constant; [49]). Here,

we present the first evidence for a substantial and specifically

adaptive effect of parental environment on competitive ability

in a similar (shade) environment. Notably, although the

growth and fitness of target plants in competitive arrays dif-

fered on average among Polygonum genotypes, more of the

variation in height, biomass and lifetime reproductive output

was explained by the parental treatments of the target and

background plants than by their genotype, and the parental

environment of just the target plant had as great an impact

on its reproductive output as did its genotype. This finding

raises the possibility that competitive outcomes in plant popu-

lations may be strongly shaped by environmentally induced

transgenerational effects as well as by genotype.

Earlier studies have shown ‘silver-spoon’ environmental

effects, in which progeny of resource-poor or environmen-

tally stressed maternal individuals have lower growth and

reproduction in competition than progeny of resource-rich

mothers (e.g. [41,43]; reviewed in [40,115]). In other cases,

resource-deprived maternal animals and plants (such as

those grown at higher density) may express adaptive

offspring size plasticity [116] by producing larger or higher-

quality eggs or seeds [49,56,117] that are able to grow

successfully under competitive conditions. Whether negative

or positive, such overall provisioning effects are likely to

influence growth and hence competitive performance in

any offspring environment.

By contrast, the superior competitive effect and response

of shade-produced Polygonum progeny likely reflect the

specific developmental effects of parental shade on progeny

height and shading power, two traits that allow plants to

overtop and thereby suppress competitors while maximizing

their own access to available photons ([77]; e.g. [118–122]).

Along with the greater rate of height extension documented

here—an effect that increased over time in contrast to expec-

tations (see below, §4b last paragraph)—a previous study

with the same P. persicaria genotypes and glasshouse treat-

ments showed that seedling progeny of shaded parents

produced more vegetative biomass, increased allocation to

leaf tissue and produced larger, thinner leaves, resulting in

greater whole-plant leaf area [82].

Unlike the ‘silver-spoon’ effects on competition discussed

above, shaded P. persicaria parents altered these specific devel-

opmental traits of offspring without increasing overall

provisioning [82]. Moreover, expression of these inherited

environmental effects was context-dependent: trait changes

due to parental shade were more pronounced when progeny

were grown in glasshouse shade that mimicked the spectral

signal of neighbour or canopy vegetation than in full sun [82].

Such specific changes to phenotypic expression of offspring
may result from environmentally induced parental adjustments

to cytoplasmic signalling constituents of egg or seed tissues,

such as hormones, small or noncoding RNAs, and proteins, or

to environment-specific epigenetic modifications of DNA

[34,123–125]. Previous work with P. persicaria has confirmed

that DNA methylation changes substantially mediate the trans-

generational developmental effects of both shade and drought

stress in this system [82,83]. Note that here we present data doc-

umenting the effects of parental shade on progeny competitive

ability only in a shaded progeny treatment. Because the

expression of specific transgenerational modifications (as well

as possible fitness costs of those trait states) may vary depending

on offspring conditions, the competitive consequences of par-

ental shade effects could well differ in direction and/ or

magnitude in alternative abiotic progeny conditions such as

dry soil or intense insolation.
(b) Parental shade increased progeny growth and
fitness in both severe and neighbour shade, but
reduced growth and fitness in sunny, dry conditions

Contrasting parental light environments caused surprisingly

large (and highly significant) fitness differences over the full

life cycle of P. persicaria progeny. Offspring of shaded parents

had faster reproductive onset and considerably higher lifetime

reproductive output when grown in both severe simulated

understorey shade and neighbour shade. These data provide

one of very few documented examples of specifically adaptive

transgenerational effects of parental conditions on the lifetime

reproductive fitness of progeny in similar environments. To

our knowledge, such fitness effects have previously been

shown only in food-limited mosquitoes [53] and in planktonic

marine crustaceans exposed to pathogens [52] or heavy metals

[54]. Our data also revealed a substantial negative fitness effect

of parental shade on progeny grown in dissimilar conditions:

in a sunny, dry environment, the offspring of shaded parents

had delayed reproductive onset and dramatically decreased life-

time reproductive output relative to progeny of parents that

had grown in full sun. These findings indicate that, at least in

certain taxa, environmental conditions experienced by parent

individuals may lead to strongly adaptive or maladaptive

effects on fitness, depending on progeny conditions. Note

that the pronounced fitness effects of parental environment

were not driven solely by changes in phenology, as these effects

were highly significant even after accounting for flowering

time as a covariate.

Most of the (relatively few) cases in which parental con-

ditions have been shown to influence lifetime fitness of

progeny reflect direct provisioning changes that consistently

either reduce or enhance progeny growth (e.g. [45]; discussed

in §4a above). By contrast, P. persicaria progeny showed

context-dependent fitness effects that likely reflect specific

transgenerational adjustments: as noted above, in a previous

study with these same genotypes, progeny of shaded parents

produced shade-appropriate phenotypes with greater leaf

allocation and larger, thinner leaves [82]. Functionally, the

resulting increase in photosynthetic surface area per unit

plant mass would maximize growth in either canopy or neigh-

bour shade [68,69,126–129]—as indicated by the higher total

biomass of shade progeny in these conditions—but could

also account for the maladaptive growth and fitness effects of

parental shade on offspring in sunny, dry conditions, where
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larger, structurally thinner leaves would lose more water to

transpiration [69]. In a different set of P. persicaria genotypes,

offspring of low-light parents had equal biomass but signifi-

cantly shorter roots by day 3 of development than offspring

of isogenic full-sun parents [81], a developmental adjustment

that would likewise be maladaptive in dry soil, where seed-

lings must quickly extend roots to gain access to available

moisture [130–132].

The significantly greater lifetime fitness of shade-produced

P. persicaria offspring that were themselves grown in shade

treatments exemplifies adaptive transgenerational plasticity,

in which parent individuals respond to environmental con-

ditions by altering their progeny in ways that are specifically

adaptive to those conditions (see [17–33]). Clearly, the fitness

impact of these plastic adjustments will depend on whether

progeny encounter similar or contrasting environmental chal-

lenges; the transgenerational effect of parental shade on

fitness of progeny in sunny, dry conditions was even more

strongly negative. When parent and offspring environments

match, such specific transgenerational effects may help popu-

lations to persist in altered or stressful conditions, by

allowing many individuals in the progeny generation to main-

tain fitness without the lag time (and serendipity) required for

favourable allelic variants to selectively increase [34,37,47,133].

Yet when progeny encounter a different environmental state

than that of the parent—for example, in the case of passive dis-

persal across a patchy landscape, or a temporal change in situ
from one generation to the next—transgenerational develop-

mental modifications can result in reduced fitness that

may likewise be expressed in many individuals at once

[50,60,134–136].

Although parental light environment clearly has a pro-

nounced impact in P. persicaria, the extent to which such

inherited effects may be important for realized fitness outcomes

more generally, and in natural populations, is not yet known.

Evidence for parental effects on lifetime competitive success

and reproductive fitness may be lacking because studies have

seldom tested for them: because any effects of parental environ-

ments on offspring phenotypes are generally expected to

diminish during ontogeny ([50,137]; e.g. [29,33,138,139]),

many studies that have identified putatively adaptive trans-

generational effects have measured only developmental traits

expressed early in the life cycle ([21], but see [23,26] for data

on juvenile mortality). Similarly, studies of epigenetically

mediated inherited effects (e.g. methylation changes in

plants) have rarely examined fitness consequences directly

[25,140,141], but have focused instead on differences in devel-

opmental and reproductive timing, allocation, and herbivore

damage [140,142,143], or on gene expression changes [144].

In a careful meta-analysis of 58 transgenerational studies,

Uller et al. [50] found that effects of parental environment

on putatively fitness-related functional and developmental

traits were generally ‘subtle’ compared with direct effects of

the offspring’s immediate environment. However, their analy-

sis showed that the impact of parental environment on

offspring traits varied enormously among studies, as well as

among traits within studies (see also [38,137]). Like other

aspects of plasticity, transgenerational effects will no doubt

vary for different taxa, environmental states and progeny

traits. A broader understanding of the possible impact of

such effects in natural populations will require lifetime fitness

data from appropriately designed experiments with diverse

biological systems, in naturalistic alternative environments [50].
(c) Transgenerational effects of parental shade versus
sun on competitive performance and fitness varied
among genotypes

In addition to generally small but significant (or marginally

non-significant) average differences, the five P. persicaria geno-

types varied significantly in the effects of parental light

environment on competitive and fitness traits of their progeny.

Just as genotypes vary in their plastic responses to the immedi-

ate environment (references in [133,145,146]), genotypic

variation for transgenerational plasticity is a common if not ubi-

quitous feature of these systems [61] that has been documented

previously in other genotypes of P. persicaria [81,83] as well as

many other plant and animal taxa (e.g. [49,147–151]). Such stat-

istical genotype by parental environment effects reflect the

influence of inherited, environmentally induced modulations

of cytoplasmic and epigenetic signalling factors on the progeny

individual’s gene expression pathways (references in [133]).

Hence, although heritable parent environment effects are

often considered to be ‘decoupled’ from genetic variation [37],

the two modes of inheritance interact, resulting in genotype-

specific patterns of transgenerational plasticity ([83,151–154]).

When such variation occurs within populations, it may provide

a substrate for further adaptive evolution of parental effects

[20,147,148,155]. Although our multi-population sample of

genotypes was not designed to address this issue, the pro-

nounced differences between the two pairs of genotypes

drawn from the same populations (MHF 1 and 2, and NAT 1

and 2; figure 4) suggest that this type of variation is likely pre-

sent in this system, but there is no indication in this limited

sample of consistent population differences.

Because our design allowed us to test the effects of both

parent and offspring treatment on individual genotypes, the

results revealed an even more complex aspect of biological

interaction. As discussed (see §4b), the fitness impact of par-

ental shade versus sun was very different in alternative

progeny environments, demonstrating how inherited and

immediate environmental factors jointly shape individual phe-

notypic outcomes [24,34,82,137]. Genotypes also differed in

their responses to both parental and immediate conditions,

leading to genotype by environment by parent environment inter-

actions that were statistically significant for reproductive

onset (and nearly so for plant height, a key competitive trait).

Plasticity studies use the term norm of reaction to describe an

individual’s pattern of phenotypic response to a given set of

environments, such as the contrasting offspring treatments

we studied ([145,156]; reviewed in [133]). This characteristic

response pattern is usually considered to be genetically deter-

mined [35,157,158]. These results suggest that, instead, the

norm of reaction entails response to a particular combination

of parental and immediate environments [38,152]. For

example, the effect of parental shade versus sun on reproduc-

tive onset in the P. persicaria genotypes was not to move their

response norms similarly up or down, as would be predicted

by a ‘silver spoon’ parental effect on overall offspring size or

quality. Instead, the impact of parental environment on

norms of reaction varied, depending on the particular

genotype in question (cf. figure 4).

These data thus illustrate at the genotype level a view of

transgenerational plasticity as ‘differences in offspring pheno-

type that occur due to the interaction between the current

generation and the previous generation’s environmental
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conditions’ ([21], cited in [38]). Such highly complex effects on

fitness-related traits can be expected to render natural selection

based on genetic variants per se less efficient, altering selective

trajectories on those variants, and potentially maintaining

allelic variation in environmentally heterogeneous populations

([34,159–162]; further references in [133]). Conversely, if pat-

terns of environmental variation are predictable within or

across generations, and complex genotypic fitness differences

are therefore consistently expressed, selection may shape

the particular way a population integrates parental with

immediate environmental factors to most effectively generate

adaptive phenotypes [38,50,163–165]. This would lead to

population-specific patterns of genotype by environment by
parent environment interactions, rather than to simpler among-

population differences in transgenerational effects per se.
Testing for such potentially complex aspects of local adaptation

poses a fascinating question but is beyond the scope of the

present study: this requires comparing populations from sites

that differ in quantified patterns of both environmental

variation and temporal autocorrelation.
74:20180182
5. Conclusion
Both empiricists and theoreticians have emphasized the

importance of a better understanding of plasticity—including

transgenerational plasticity—to assess the prospects for

adaptation to rapidly changing environments [35,38,50,166].

This consensus reflects the realization that it is not DNA

sequence variation alone that will determine the potential for

future adaptation, but rather the phenotypes that are actually

expressed in future environments and their fitness consequences

[2,38,167,168]. We identified strong adaptive and maladaptive

effects of parental shade on both the competitive performance

and the lifetime reproductive output of progeny, depending
on whether the progeny were themselves growing in shaded

or sunny, dry conditions. These data make clear that parental

environment may substantially influence not only the early

development but also the fitness of offspring, in ways that

depend in turn on offspring environment. When adaptive

transgenerational effects are context-dependent, as in this case,

their potential contribution to adaptive rescue will depend

on the precise distribution of environmental states, both

spatially (with respect to dispersal) and temporally. Further-

more, when genotypes vary in these context-dependent effects,

further adaptive evolution of transgenerational effects may be

subject to complex selective dynamics, especially if environ-

mental conditions become more variable in the future.

Further studies testing genotypic responses to realistic combi-

nations of parental and progeny environments may provide

critical insights to the potential for future adaptation in diverse

natural systems.
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